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Abstract

This paper presents an ‘elitist approach’ for extracting automat-
ically well-realized speech sounds with high confidence. The
elitist approach uses a speech recognition system based on Hid-
den Markov Models (HMM). The HMM are trained on speech
sounds which are systematically well-detected in an iterative
procedure. The results show that, by using the HMM models
defined in the training phase, the speech recognizer detectsreli-
ably specific speech sounds with a small rate of errors.

1. Introduction
The present article introduces a method called ‘elitist

approach’ for extracting automatically well-realized speech
sounds with high confidence. By well-realized, we mean that
the speech sounds have well marked phonetic features. From
an acoustical and perceptual point of view, a same sound in
the same phonetic context has more or less marked acoustics
cues and a highly variable level of intelligibility. Considering
that well marked phonetic features should be identified veryre-
liably in automatic speech recognition we defined a series of
cues, called ‘strong cues’, specially designed to identifythis
kind of feature [1].

These cues were defined from acoustic-phonetic knowledge
and tested by means of a semi-automatic rule based speech
recognition system. Since the purpose of ‘strong cues’ is tofind
out features that are well-realized from an acoustical point of
view and make no error, they are not triggered systematically.

A very reliable detection of well-realized sounds may lead
to two kinds of application : provide an automatic speech recog-
nition system with reliable information on the one hand, and
improve the intelligibility of speech through the enhancement
of well-realized sounds on the other hand.

In order to detect ‘well-realized’ sounds in a fully automatic
manner, we design in the present article, an elitist learning of
HMM that make very reliable sound models emerge. The learn-
ing is iterated by feeding sounds identified correctly at thepre-
vious iteration in to the learning algorithm.

The elitist approach is based on a speech recognizer and
a DTW algorithm. The speech recognition system works with
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) and a learning stage is per-
formed to train these models. The DTW algorithm compares
the output of the speech recognizer and the phonetic annotation
of corpora for identifying well- and wrongly-detected speech
sounds. The phonetic annotations of the corpora are changed
according to the results of the DTW algorithm, and an iter-
ative procedure is carried out to improve the accuracy of the

HMM-based phoneme models. In this study, the well-detected
phonemes are assumed to be well-realized speech sounds.

A similar approach was proposed by Schwenk [2] to guide
the learning of multilayer perceptrons in the context of auto-
matic speech recognition. This approach is based on a com-
posite classifier which emphasizes certain patterns. More re-
cently, Chang et al. [3] developed an approach to perform the
articulatory labelling of a speech database through a connexion-
nist method. The method removed spectral vectors which were
badly identified after a first learning phase. Thus, in a second
learning phase, the strategy created multilayer perceptrons by
only using the correctly identified spectral vectors.

2. Corpus material
The corpus ‘Bref 120’ for developing and evaluating speech

recognition systems is used [4]. In this corpus, 120 adults read
sentences taken from the newspaper ‘Le Monde’, and in total
66553 sentences are available. Recorded speech (sampling fre-
quency 16kHz) and texts of the different sentences are available.
By using a phonetic annotation procedure, the phonemes and
their duration are defined and calculated for every sentence, ex-
cepted for the sentences containing proper nouns. Hence, 56519
sentences are annotated phonetically.

In this study, Bref 120 is shared in two different corpora for
learning (A) and evaluation (B) stages. Both corpora are anno-
tated phonetically with two different conditions. The firstdoes
not take into account the phonetic context and the second takes
into account the context. Without context, the corpus is anno-
tated with 36 labels. With context, the unvoiced stops (/p,t,k/)
and fricatives (/f,s,S/) are annotated as a function of the follow-
ing vowels. In total, there are six different classes of context and
the corpus is annotated with 66 labels. The classes are defined
as a function of the following vowel features.

3. Elitist approach
As already mentioned, the elitist approach is based on a

speech recognizer and a Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algo-
rithm. The speech recognizer is involved in two phases. The
first, called ‘training phase’, creates the HMM-based speech
sound models. The HMM models have three states, a simple
left-right topology and a mixture of 64 gaussians. The grammar
used is a simple phoneme loop. The second, called ‘recognition
phase’, uses the speech recognizer and the HMM defined in the
training phase to detect speech sounds in acoustic signals.To
perform the training and the recognition phases, the software
Espere developed by the Speech Group of Loria is used [5]. In



the sequel, we described the learning and evaluation stagesof
the elitist approach.

3.1. Learning stage

During the learning stage, the corpus A with both condi-
tions of phonetic annotations is used. The goal of this stageis
to train the HMM-based phoneme models. The strategy of the
elitist approach is depicted infigure 1.
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Figure 1: Scheme of the learing stage for the elitist approach.

(1) A training phase is performed to create the HMM-based
phoneme models by using the acoustic signals and phonetic an-
notations of the corpus A.

(2) A speech recognition is carried out with the corpus A
and the HMM models defined in stage (1).

(3) The DTW algorithm compares phonetic annotations
of corpus A and the output of the speech recognition system.
The wrongly-detected phonemes have their phonetic annota-
tions changed. For instance, a phoneme annotated /p/ in the
corpus A and wrongly-detected by the speech recognition sys-
tem becomes /p’/. The phonetic annotation of the corpus A is
changed after each iteration, and consequently the number of
systematically well-detected speech sounds decreases.

(4) A training phase is again performed to create new
HMM-based acoustic models of the systematically well-
detected speech sounds and other speech sounds.

After this stage, an iterative procedure is carried out with
the stages (2), (3) and (4) to improve the accuracy of the HMM
for the systematically well-detected speech sounds and other
speech sounds. At the first iteration, the HMM defined in stage
(1) are used in stage (2), whereas at other iterations the HMM
defined in stage (4) are used in stage (2).

To sum up, we design an elitist learning of HMM that
makes very reliable sound models emerge. The learning is it-
erated by feeding sounds identified correctly at the previous it-
eration into the learning algorithm. Thus, the training phase
produces models for the systematically well-detected speech
sounds on the one hand, and standard models for the other
sounds on the other hand.
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Figure 2: Learning stage: the accuracy (%) represents the rate
of systematically well-detected speech sounds which are still
correctly identified at iteration (n). The speech recognizer at
iteration (n) uses the HMM-models of the systematically well-
detected speech sounds trained with the sounds labeled as ‘well-
detected’ at the iteration (n-1). The corpus A is used.

3.2. Evaluation stage

The performances of the elitist approach is evaluated with
the corpus B. For this purpose, a speech recognition is carried
out on the corpus B with HMM-based phoneme models of sys-
tematically well-detected speech sounds and models for other
speech sounds. Afterwards, the DTW algorithm compares the
output of the speech recognizer with the phonetic annotations
of the corpus. Hence, the performance of the elitist approach
can be estimated.

It is expected that the rate of trigger action for the HMM
corresponding to the well-detected speech sounds is high while
the rate of errors is small.

4. Results
4.1. Learning stage

During the learning stage, the elitist approach iterates
on phonemes systematically well-detected. This means that
the number of speech sounds systematically well-detected de-
creases at every iteration. After a few iterations, the speech
sounds systematically well-detected are expected to have well
marked acoustic cues.

The performance of the learning phase is evaluated by
the identification rate (or accuracy) of previously well-detected
speech sounds, and the percentage of systematically well-
detected phonemes available in the corpus A. The higher the
identification rate and the percentage of items, the better the
performance of the learning phase.

At the output of the recognition phase (stage (2) offig-
ure 1), the accuracy of the systematically well-detected speech
sounds is measured at each iteration. Thanks to the DTW al-
gorithm, the numbers of well-detected speech sounds (Ok), in-
sertions (Ins), substitutions (Sub) and omissions (Omi) are
known. Thus, the accuracy of the systematically well-detected
speech sounds can be calculated by:

Accuracy =
Ok − Ins

Sub + Omi + Ok
(1)

When the contextual models are used, the consonants



/p,t,k,f,s,
∫

/ are labeled with the name of the following vowels.
However, for calculating the accuracy, if one element of a class
is detected as another element of the same class, then this ele-
ment is considered as well-detected (Ok) and not as substituted
(Sub).
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Figure 3: Learning stage: accuracy (%) of the elitist approach
for the speech sounds /p,t,k,f,s,S/ as a function of iterations. The
corpus A is used.

Figure 2and3 show the accuracy at the output of the recog-
nition phase for all the phonemes and the specific phonemes
(/p,t,k,f,s,S/), respectively.

As expected at the first iteration (0), the contextual models
give a better accuracy than the non contextual models. However
at the other iterations (1, 2, 3 and 4), the contextual modelsgive
the best accuracy.

A statistical analysis was carried out with all the phonemes
to compare both phonetic annotation conditions (figure 2). The
analysis estimated that there are significant differences between
the contextual and non contextual models at the iteration 0,1, 2
and 3. At the iteration 4, the statistical analysis estimated that
they are no significant differences between both conditionsof
phonetic annotations.

With the specific phonemes (/p,t,k,f,s,S/), figure 3 shows
that the accuracy increases at each iteration when the non con-
textual models are used. However with context, the rate de-
creases significantly between the first and the second iteration.
This can be explained by the number of items which is available
in the corpus for every phoneme.

Indeed, the performance of the speech recognizers may de-
pend on the number of items which are available in the corpus
to train HMM-based phoneme models. It seems that at the first
iteration, the number of items is high enough to create accurate
HMM for each phoneme. At the second iteration, the phonetic
annotation is changed and the number of systematically well-
detected speech sounds decreased significantly (figure 4). For
a few phonemes, the number of items is around one hundred.
The small number of items seems to decrease the quality of the
HMM-based acoustic models using 64 gaussians, and then af-
fects the performance of the speech recognizer.

Figure 4 shows the percentage of items annotated as well-
detected after each iteration in the corpus A. The elitist ap-
proach is more selective with context than without context.For
instance with specific phonemes /p,t,k,f,s,S/ at the second itera-
tion, 86.4% of the phonemes are still annotated as well-detected
when the non contextual models are used. At the same iteration

but with context, 65.4% of the phonemes are annotated as well-
detected.
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Figure 4: Percentage of items annotated as well-detected inthe
corpus A.

To sum up, the best identification rate (83%) of the sys-
tematically well-detected speech sounds for all phonemes is ob-
tained at the fifth iteration (figure 2). This rate is the same for
both phonetic annotation conditions. The identification rate is
measured for the systematically well-detected speech sounds
/p,t,k,f,s,S/ (figure 3). The best accuracy (88%) is also ob-
tained at the fifth iteration when the non contextual models are
used. Finally, at the fifth iteration without context, 51% ofall
phonemes and 57% of the phonemes /p,t,k,f,s,S/ are systemati-
cally well-detected (figure 4).

Hence, the non contextual HMM models created at the fifth
iteration are used to perform the evaluation stage.

4.2. Evaluation stage

Speech recognition is performed with the HMM models
created in the learning phase on well identified speech sounds
and other speech sounds. The goal of the evaluation stage is
to assess the rate of trigger action for the systematically well-
detected speech sounds and the rate of false alarms.

Thus, we expect to have a significant identification rate of
the systematically well-detected speech sounds with a mini-
mum rate of errors. In the sequel, we are mainly interested in
the identification rate of the specific speech sounds /p,t,k,f,s,S/
in order to develop a speech enhancement technique [6]. We
also assume that systematically well-detected speech sounds by
speech recognition are well-realized sounds. Conversely,the
other sounds are assumed to be not so well-realized sounds.

Since the speech recognizer uses the HMM model of
the systematically well-detected and other speech sounds,the
global rate of correct detection of the elitist approach is 79.2%
on average over the unvoiced speech sounds (table 1 and 2).
Table 1 shows the percentage of unvoiced speech sounds iden-
tified as well-realized /p,t,k,f,s,S/, andtable 2shows the percent-
age of unvoiced speech sounds identified as not so well-realized
/p’,t’,k’,f’,s’, S’/. Thus, the global rate of 79.2% is shared into
a rate of 55.3% where the unvoiced speech sounds are identi-
fied as well-realized (table 1), and a rate of 23.9% where the
unvoiced speech sounds are identified as not so well-realized
(table 2).

The rate of false alarms is rather small for the unvoiced
stops and fricatives considered as well-realized (table 1). For



/p/ /t/ /k/ /f/ /s/ /G/

/p/ 44.88 1.23 0.49 0.32

/t/ 1.63 55.79 0.53 0.13 0.44

/k/ 0.29 0.88 47.98 0.13 0.39

/f/ 69.71 0.27

/s/ 1.59 59.36 0.19

/G/ 0.38 0.31 54.31

/b/ 0.64 0.19

/d/ 0.18 1

/g/ 0.12 1.43

/v/ 1.08

/z/ 0.23 0.24 1.06

/F/ 1.13

/Others/ 0.07 0.06 0.1 0.12 0.05 0.03

1.62 1.15 2.93 5.57 1.06 2.77

Detected models

S
p
e
e
c
h
 s

o
u
n
d
s

Insertions

Table 1: Rate (%) of trigger action for the HMM-based models
of the well-realized unvoiced speech sounds. The corpus B is
used. Only the percentages above 0.01% are mentioned.

instance, 1.63% of the speech sounds /t/ are identified as /p/by
the elitist approach. The rate of false alarms is 0.82% on aver-
age.

The rate of false alarms within the not so well-realized un-
voiced speech sounds is rather small and is about 0.7% (table
2).

/p'/ /t'/ /k'/ /f'/ /s'/ /G'/

/p/ 34.8 1.71 0.93 0.24 0.27 0.06

/t/ 3.66 18.86 2.99 0.29 0.83 0.24

/k/ 1.26 1.44 26.88 0.27 0.51 0.21

/f/ 0.28 0.23 0.27 17 0.7 0.41

/s/ 0.12 0.24 0.37 1.04 21.79 0.82

/G/ 0.04 0.2 0.29 0.58 1.61 24.3

Detected models

S
p
e
e
c
h
 s

o
u
n
d
s

Table 2: Rate (%) of trigger action for the HMM-based models
of the not so well-realized unvoiced speech sounds. The corpus
B is used. Only the percentages above 0.01% are mentioned.

To sum up, the speech recognizer identifies 55% of the
speech sounds as well-realized, with a small rate of errors.
Hence, the elitist approach can extract automatically speech
sounds, assumed to be well-realized, with high confidence.
With the aim of developing a speech enhancement technique,
this is an important result. Indeed, we will be able to per-
form modifications with high confidence on the speech sounds
detected by the speech recognizer using the HMM models of
the systematically well-detected speech sounds of the learning
phase.

5. Perspectives
We have assumed that the systematically well-detected

speech sounds have well marked phonetic features. This is why
we have created HMM-based acoustic models for the supposed
well-realized speech sounds. Our next work is to prove that
the well-detected speech sounds have well marked phonetic fea-
tures. To perform this work, a system devoted for the identifi-
cation of stop consonants will be used [1].

This system exploits acoustic detectors designed in the
study of Bonneau et al. to evaluate acoustic cues provided by
burst and formant transitions. Since spectral characteristics of
burst release are more relevant to identify stop consonants, for-
mants are tracked automatically and a segmentation algorithm

separates the burst release from the frication noise. Spectral
cues, particularly the emergence and the frequency of the most
prominent peak, turned out to be very efficient to detect strong
cues.

The work will consist in studying the spectral cues of the
well-realized speech sounds.

6. Conclusions
Promising results were obtained with the elitist approach

for extracting automatically unvoiced stops and fricatives. On
average, 55% of the specific speech sounds are classified as
well-realized speech sounds with a small percentage of errors.

A next work will consist in studying the acoustic cues of
the speech sounds assumed as well-realized and not so well-
realized speech sounds. Finally, perceptual tests will be carried
out for testing if the amplification of the well-detected unvoiced
stops and fricatives can improve speech intelligibility.
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